*Contested Medicine* brings a fresh perspective to a notorious and important story. Drawing upon his experience as a radiation medicine specialist, the historian Gerald Kutcher examines Eugene Saenger's 1960s and early 1970s work with total-body irradiation (TBI) at the University of Cincinnati. Saenger and his colleagues traced the metabolic and psychological effects TBI had on patients with advanced cancers; this work was funded by the US Department of Defense, which wanted to know what would happen to the combat performance of American soldiers exposed to radiation. Kutcher uses the TBI story to anchor his consideration of two fundamental and intertwined elements of post-war biomedicine: the contested nature of therapeutic research amidst new systems of knowledge production (the clinical trial), and the development of biomedical ethics as a form of governance and a set of practices. By examining how Saenger's work was supported, justified, experienced, rationalised, scrutinised, and judged, Kutcher also helps us reconsider how we make sense of historical medical scandals, both in their initial contexts, and as they have been understood and used by later actors.

The book begins with three short chapters establishing the context for Saenger's TBI work and the themes of Kutcher's analysis. The first outlines how the clinical trial came to dominate post-war medical investigation, while the second reviews medical discussions among mid-century medical authorities about what constituted ethical research conduct and how it could be sustained. Kutcher then reviews the melding of military and medical questions in the 1950s discussions of radiotherapy for sick patients, and of radiation injury to healthy soldiers. The bulk of the book's analysis, though, comes in its middle section, which considers what the TBI studies meant to multiple constituencies, including the doctors and researchers who conducted the studies, and the peer review committees that recast the studies to pass new governmental research regulations. Chapter 5 is especially insightful and original, using one patient's experience to show what TBI meant to and for those who served unknowingly as 'proxy soldiers'. Here, Kutcher's medical expertise enhances his analysis, as he reconstructs patient experience through fine detail and thoughtful speculation. Finally, the book concludes by tracking how Saenger's work was recast yet again by those criticising it, first in the exposés of the 1970s and then again in the 1990s by a new set of authorities -- the bioethicists of the Advisory Commission on Human Radiation Experiments (ACHRE). Kutcher parses the ACHRE's deliberations to show that bioethicists also found it nearly impossible to determine whether Saenger's work was medical or military, whether it was motivated primarily by therapeutic concerns or by research questions, and what ethical criteria could be used to judge past conduct. The fluid identity and ever-changing nature of the TBI studies meant they defied historical and ethical attempts to classify them, and ultimately, to deliver a definitive verdict on their moral status. That fluidity is far from unique in biomedicine -- which, as Kutcher concludes, means that the prescriptive rules usually offered by bioethics 'are limited in what they can accomplish' (p. 211).

In *Contested Medicine*, Kutcher has produced a book that successfully demonstrates how researchers, institutions, and ethical authorities managed (or failed to manage) the 'tensions between research imperatives and therapeutic necessities' (p. 6) characteristic of biomedicine. At times, Kutcher summarises what his sources say when the reader might want to hear more from the source materials themselves, but on the whole, the book is very well written. *Contested Medicine* will thus be a valuable resource for scholars interested in post-war medicine and science and, though its focus is on an American story, the book's analytical framework is strong enough to make it of interest to those who work on other national contexts.
